
 

Bangladesh reports first case of MERS virus

June 15 2014

Bangladesh Sunday reported its first case of the deadly MERS virus after
a Bangladesh-born US resident was admitted to hospital days after
returning to his homeland via Abu Dhabi.

The condition of the unidentified 53-year-old man had improved but he
was still in intensive care in a Dhaka clinic, Mahmudur Rahman, the
director of the Institute of Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research,
told AFP.

"He is Bangladesh-born but lives in the US. He came to the country on
June 4 and became sick two days later. Most probably he contracted the 
virus during the three hours at Abu Dhabi airport or in the plane," he
said.

"After a series of tests we got confirmation yesterday that he was
suffering from MERS coronavirus."

It was the first known MERS case in Bangladesh. The country has
become the 22nd nation to report a case of Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome (MERS), according to Rahman.

Other countries including Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Iran, the Netherlands,
the United Arab Emirates, the United States and Algeria have also
recorded cases, mostly in people who had been to Saudi Arabia.

MERS has killed 284 people in Saudi Arabia since it first emerged in
2012, and hundreds more have been infected.
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It is considered a deadlier but less transmissible cousin of the Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome virus that appeared in Asia in 2003 and
killed hundreds of people, mostly in China.

Like SARS, it appears to cause a lung infection, with patients suffering
coughing, breathing difficulties and a temperature. But MERS differs in
that it also causes rapid kidney failure.

Muslim pilgrims from around the world are pouring into the holy city of
Mecca in Saudi Arabia, undeterred by the spread of the deadly virus.

Research has suggested that the virus has been quite common in camels
for at least 20 years.

Last week, researchers said they had found the first direct evidence that
MERS jumps directly from camels to humans.

Rahman said it was only a matter of time before MERS arrived in
Bangladesh. Some three million Bangladeshis work in the Middle East,
more than two-thirds of them in Saudi Arabia.
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